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Taking the Pulse of
Your Applications
The SAP Solution Manager Pulse Check Helps Identify Critical Pain Points
by Lois Dick, SAP

When your critical applications are running

As one customer who used the SAP Solution

at any level below optimal, they can cost you

Manager Pulse Check said, “The initial set of

time, money, and resources. To avoid this fate,

statements help you to really reflect about your

many businesses have turned to SAP Solution

application management issues. I wasn’t quite

Manager, the central, integrated platform for

sure how to describe them and the Pulse Check

end-to-end management of SAP and non-SAP

helped me sort them out. Then you get immedi-

systems. The newest 7.1 version of the solution

ate information about the scenarios to address

provides the tools and content needed to manage

these pain points.”

solution deployment, solution monitoring, and
overall process improvements.1
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Let’s look at an example. Say you want to
implement new business functions contained in

Since this latest version of SAP Solution Man-

SAP ERP 6.0, enhancement package 6. Like most

ager includes a host of new capabilities, many

customers, though, you modified your SAP soft-

companies wonder where to begin and how to

ware in some way, so you will need to know up

determine which ones will best fit their needs. SAP

front if the updates will affect your custom code.

recently implemented a free, self-service offer-

You don’t know how many custom code objects

ing — the SAP Solution Manager Pulse Check

you have or how many of them are still being

— to help customers quickly identify which SAP

used. With the SAP Solution Manager Pulse

Solution Manager 7.1 capabilities will allow them

Check, you will be able to find the answers to

to innovate their business processes and optimally

these questions in a matter of minutes.

manage their entire solution landscape.

First,

you

go

to

www.service.sap.com/

solmanpulsecheck and click “Start Solution

Identify Your Pain Points and Learn
How to Overcome Them

Manager Pulse Check.” You then see a series of

The SAP Solution Manager Pulse Check is avail-

says, “I want to minimize the effort for custom

able at the SAP Service Marketplace (www.

code governance, maintenance, and correction.”

service.sap.com/solmanpulsecheck). This tool

The SAP Solution Manager Pulse Check immedi-

assists customers in pinpointing their precise

ately directs you to the relevant scenario: Custom

application lifecycle management (ALM) pain

Code Management. Here, you can further refine

points by presenting a series of brief statements;

your selection by choosing individual statements

users can go through these statements and check

like, “I want to identify unused custom code in

them off as they find ones that apply to them.

order to clean it, if needed” or “I want to identify

statements. In this case, you check the one that

potential consequences an upgrade will have on
1

For more about SAP Solution Manager 7.1, see “Get Ahead
of the SAP Solution Manager 7.1 Curve“ by John Krakowski
and Evan Stoddard in the October-December 2012 issue of
SAPinsider (sapinsider.wispubs.com).

my custom developments.” You can select one or
all of the statements related to the Custom Code
Management scenario.
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FIGURE 1  The SAP Solution

Manager Pulse Check provides
recommendations and additional
information to help companies
overcome their pain points

Test-Drive SAP Solution Manager
SAP recently launched a free live demo system to help companies familiarize themselves
with SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and try out the new work centers available within it.
Supporting a role-based approach, these work centers can help you to increase your
efficiency by providing all of the applications you need.
To learn more about the demo account and the available demo scripts, visit www.
sapsupport.info/support-innovations/sapsolutionmanager/demo.

After you click “Submit,” the SAP Solution

use the SAP Solution Manager Pulse Check to

Manager Pulse Check displays the relevant SAP

share information with colleagues and garner

Solution Manager capabilities that will help you

internal support to help justify the upgrade

fulfill the goals outlined in the statements you

to SAP Solution Manager 7.1. The SAP Solu-

chose. In this case, you will see results pointing

tion Manager Pulse Check provides just the

you to the Custom Code Management Library

right level of detail needed to have a discussion

and the Custom Code Management Cockpit.

around the use case and benefits of SAP Solu-

The SAP Solution Manager Pulse Check

tion Manager capabilities.

describes these capabilities and provides an estimate of the effort needed to get them up and
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running. The report also gives direct access to

Over 1,200 customers have accessed the SAP

relevant links, demos, customer testimonials,

Solution Manager Pulse Check since it was

and suggested training for using the capabili-

launched. This tool stays current with SAP

ties to their fullest (see Figure 1). For instance,

Solution Manager release schedules and can be

in our example, the report recommends taking

used repeatedly by customers whenever they

advantage of Expert-Guided Implementations

like. To learn more about the SAP Solution

to aid with the installation of the Custom Code

Manager Pulse Check visit www.service.sap.

Management Cockpit.2 In addition to using it to

com/solmanpulsecheck.

assess their specific pain points, customers can

If you have requested an SAP Solution
Manager Pulse Check in the past and would
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Expert-Guided Implementations, available to SAP Enterprise Support customers, offer remote training with direct,
on-demand access to an SAP expert. Visit http://bit.ly/
WrrzmS to learn more.

like to further discuss the findings, forward your
request to your regional SAP Upgrade Office
contact, which can be found at the above URL. n
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